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INTRODUCTION
Role of Risk

Perceptions

in Public

Health

Many health risks are the result of deliberate decisions by individuals
consciously trying to get the best deal possible for themselves and for those
important to them. Some of these choices are private ones, such as whether
to wear bicycle helmets and seatbelts,
whether to read and follow safety
warnings, whether to buy and use condoms, and how to select and cook food.
Other choices involve societal issues, such as whether to protest the siting of
hazardous waste incinerators
and half-way houses, whether to vote for
fluoridation and "green" candidates, and whether to support sex education in
the schools.
In some cases, single choices can have a large effect on health risks (e.g.
buying a car with airbags, taking a dangerous job, getting pregnant). In other
IDr. Quadrel’scurrent addressis DecisionAnalysisGroup,Battelle Pacific NorthwestLaboratories, Richland,Washington
99352.
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cases, the effects of individual choices are small, but can accumulateover
multiple decisions (e.g. repeatedly ordering broccoli, wearinga seatbelt, using
the escort service in parking garages). In still other cases, choices intended
to affect health risks do nothing at all or the opposite of what is expected
(e.g. responses to baseless cancer scares, adoption of quacktreatments).
To makesuch decisions wisely, individuals need to understand the risks
and the benefits associated with alternative courses of action. Theyalso need
to understand the limits to their ownknowledgeand the limits to the advice
proffered by various experts. In this chapter, we review the research base for
systematically describing a person’s degree of understandingabout health risk
issues. Wealso consider somefundamentaltopics in designing and evaluating
messagesthat are intended to improve that understanding. Followingconvention, we call these pursuits risk perception and risk communication
research,
respectively. In practice, the beliefs and messagesbeing studied might deal
with the benefits accompanyinga risk, with the individuals and institutions
whomanageit, or with the broader issues that it raises (e.g. whogets to
decide, howequitably risks and benefits are distributed).
The Role of Perceptions
Health

about Risk Perceptions

in Public

The fundamental assumption of this chapter is that statements about other
people’s understanding must be disciplined by systematic data. People can be
hurt by inaccuracies in their risk perceptions. They can also be hurt by
inaccuracies in what various risk managersbelieve about those perceptions.
Those managersmight include physicians, nurses, public health officials,
legislators, regulators, and engineers--all of whomhave somesay in what
risks are created, what is communicatedabout them, and what role laypeople
have in determiningtheir fate.
If their understanding is overestimated, then people maybe thrust into
situations that they are ill-prepared to handle. If their understanding is
underestimated, then people maybe disenfranchised from decisions that they
could and should make. The price of such misperceptions of risk perceptions
maybe exacted over the long run, as well as in individual decisions. The
outcomes of health risk decisions partly determine people’s physical and
financial resources. The processes of health risk decisions partly determine
people’s degree of autonomyin managingtheir ownaffairs and in shaping
their society.
In addition to citing relevant research results, the chapter emphasizes
research methods. One conventional reason for doing so is improving access
to material that is scattered over specialist literatures or part of the implicit
knowledgeconveyedin professional training. A second conventional reason
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RISK PERCEPTIONAND COMMUNICATION 185
is to help readers evaluate the substantive results reported here, by giving a
feeling for howthey were produced.
A less conventional reason is to makethe point that methodmatters. We
are routinely struck by the strong statements made about other people’s
competenceto managerisks, solely on the basis of anecdotal observation.
These statements appear directly in pronouncementsabout, say, whypeople
mistrust various technologies or fail to "eat right." Suchclaims appear more
subtly in the myriad of health advisories, advertisements, and warnings
directed at the public without any systematic evaluation. These practices
assume that the communicatorknowswhat people currently know, what they
need to learn, what they want to hear, and howthey will interpret a message.
Eventhe casual testing of a focus group showsa willingness to have those
(smug) assumptions challenged. 1 The research methodspresented here show
the details needingattention and, conversely,the pitfalls to casual observation.
The presentation also showsthe limits to such research, in terms of howfar
current methodscan go and howquickly they can get there. In our experience,
once the case has beenmadefor conductingbehavioral research, it is expected
to produceresults immediately.That is, of course, a prescription for failure,
and for underminingthe perceived value of future behavioral research.
Overview
ORGANIZATION
The following section, Quantitative Assessment, treats the
most obvious question about laypeople’s risk perceptions: Do they understand
howbig risks are? It begins with representative results regarding the quality
of these judgments, along with somepsychological theory regarding reasons
for error. It continues with issues in survey design, whichfocus on howdesign
choices can affect respondents’ apparent competence. Someof these methodological issues reveal substantive aspects of lay risk perceptions.
The next section, Qualitative Assessment,shifts the focus from summary
judgmentsto qualitative features of the events to whichthey are attached. It
begins with the barriers to communication
created whenexperts and laypeople
unwittingly use terms differently. For example, whenexperts tell (or ask)
people about the risks of drinking and driving, what do people think is meant
regarding the kinds and amountsof "drinking" and of "driving"? The section
continues by asking howpeople believe that risks "work," on the basis of
whichthey might generate or evaluate control options.
The next section provides a general process for developing communications
IFocusgroupsare a populartechnique
in marketresearch.In them,surveyquestions,commercial
messages,
or consumer
productsare discussed
bygroupsof laypeople.
Although
theycangenerate
unanticipated
alternativeinterpretations,
focusgroups
createa verydifferentsituationthanthat
facedbyan individual
tryingto make
senseoutof a question,message,
or product(44).
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about health risks. That process begins with identifying the information to be
communicated, based on the descriptive study of what recipients know already
and the formal analysis of what they need to knowto make informed decisions.
The process continues by selecting an appropriate format for presenting that
information. It concludes with explicit evaluation of the resulting communication (followed by iteration if the results are wanting). The process
illustrated
with examples taken from several case studies, looking at such
diverse health risks as those posed by radon, Lymedisease, electromagnetic
fields, carotid endarterechtomy, and nuclear energy sources in space.
EXCLUSIONS
We do not address several issues that belong in a full account
of their own, including the roles of emotion, individual differences (personality), culture, and social processes in decisions about risk. This set of
restrictions suits the chapter’s focus on how individuals think about risks. It
may also suit a public health perspective, where it is often necessary to "treat"
populations (with information) in fairly uniform ways. Access to these missing
topics might begin with Refs. 27, 32, 36, 49, 66, 68, 71, 72.

QUANTITATIVE

ASSESSMENT

Estimating the Size of Risks
A common presenting symptom in experts’ complaints about lay decision
making is that "laypeople simply do not realize how small (or large) the risk
is." If that were the case, then the mission of risk communication would be
conceptually simple (if technically challenging): Transmit credible estimates
of how large the risks are (32, 49, 60, 68). Research suggests that lay estimates
of risk are, indeed, subject to biases. Rather less evidence clearly implicates
these biases in inappropriate risk decisions, or substantiates the idealized
notion of people waiting for crisp risk estimates so that they can run
well-articulated
decision-making models. Such estimates are necessary, but
not sufficient, for effective decisions.
In one early attempt to evaluate lay estimates of the size of risks,
Lichtenstein et al (40) asked people to estimate the number of deaths in the
US from 30 causes (e.g. botulism, tornados, motor vehicle accidents). 2 They
2The"people" in this study were members
of the Leagueof Women
Voters and their spouses.
Generallyspeaking, the people in the studies described here havebeen students paid for
participation(hence,typically older than the proverbialcollegesophomores
of somepsychological
research)or convenience
samplesof adults recruited throughdiversecivic groups(e.g. garden
clubs, PTAs,bowlingleagues). Thesegroupshavebeenfoundto differ morein whatthey think
than in howthey think. Thatis, their respectiveexperienceshavecreatedlarger differencesin
specificbeliefs than in thoughtprocesses.Fuller treatmentof samplingissues mustawaitanother
opportunity.
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used two different response modes, thus allowing them to check for the
consistency of responses. Onetask presented pairs of causes; subjects chose
the more frequent and then estimated the ratio of frequencies. The second
task asked subjects to estimate the numberof deaths in an average year;
subjects were told the answerfor one cause, in order to give an order-of-magnitude feeling (for those without a goodidea for howmanypeople live or die
in the USin an average year). The study reached several conclusions that
have been borne out by subsequent studies:
INTERNAL
CONSISTENCY
Estimates of relative frequency were quite consistent across response mode. Thus, people seemed to have a moderately
well-articulated internal risk scale, whichthey could express even in unfamiliar response modes.
ANCHORING
BIASDirect estimates were influenced by the anchor given.
Subjects told that 50,000 people die from auto accidents producedestimates
two to five times higher than those producedby subjects told that 1000 die
from electrocution. Thus, people seem to have less of a feel for absolute
frequency, rendering themsensitive to the implicit cues in howquestions are
asked (51).
COMPRESSION
Subjects’ estimates showed less dispersion than did the
statistical estimates. In this case, the result was an overestimationof small
frequencies and an underestimation of large ones. However,the anchoring
bias suggests that this pattern might have changedwith different procedures,
which wouldmakethe compressionof estimates the more fundamentalresult.
AVAILABILITY
BIASAt any level of statistical frequency, somecauses of
death consistently received higher estimates than others. Theseproved to be
causes that are disproportionately visible (e.g. as reported in the newsmedia,
as experienced in subjects’ lives). This bias seemedto reflect a general
tendencyto estimate the frequency of events by the ease with whichthey are
rememberedor imagined--whilefailing to realize what a fallible index such
availability is (32, 65).
MISCALIBRATION
OF CONFIDENCE
JUDGMENTS
In a subsequent study (21),
subjects were asked howconfident they were in their ability to choose the
morefrequent of the paired causes of death. Theytended to be overconfident.
For example, they had chosen correctly only 75%of the time whenthey were
90%confident of having done so. This result is a special case of a general
tendency to be inadequately sensitive to the extent of one’s knowledge(38,
72).
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Figure1 Calibrationcurvesfor adults (top, white: N= 45), not-at-risk teens (middle,dark:
= 43), andat-risk teens (bottom,white:N = 45). Eachpoint indicates the proportionof correct
answersamongthosein whichsubjects expresseda particular confidencelevel; the size of each
circle indicates the percentageof answersheld withthat degreeof confidence.(FromRef. 52.)

Figure 1 shows typical results from such a calibration test. In this case,
subjects expressed their confidence in having chosen the correct answer to
two-alternative questions regarding health behaviors [e.g. alcohol is (a)
depressant; (b) a stimulant]. The two curves reflect a group of middle-class
adults and some of their adolescent children, recruited through school
3organizations.

Response Mode Problems
One recurrent obstacle to assessing or improving laypeople’s estimates of risk
is reliance on verbal quantifiers. It is hard for them to knowwhat experts
3In other studies comparingindividuals drawnfromthese groups(53), wehavealso observed
little differencein their respectiveresponsepatterns.Thesestudiessuggestthat anydifferences
in their risk behaviorscannotbe attributedto differencesin the sorts of judgments
considered
in
this chapter.If that is the case, andif suchadultsandteens dodiffer in their risk behaviors,then
it mayreflect differencesin the benefits that they get fromthe behaviors(or in the risks and
benefitsof alternativebehaviors).
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meanwhena risk is described as "very likely" or "rare"---or for experts to
evaluate lay perceptions expressed in those terms. Suchterms meandifferent
things to different people, and even to the sameperson in different contexts
(e.g. likely to be fatal versus likely to rain, rare disease versus rare Cubs
pennant), sometimeseven within communitiesof experts (3, 39, 67).
The Lichtenstein et al study (40) could observe the patterns reported above
because it used an absolute response scale. As noted, it provided anchors to
give subjects a feeling for howto answer. Doing so improvedperformance
by drawingresponses to the correct range, within whichsubjects were drawn
to higher or lower values dependingon the size of the anchor. Althoughmost
conclusions were relatively insensitive to these effects, they left no clear
answerto the critical question of whetherpeople overestimateor underestimate
the risks that they face.
PERCEIVED LETHALITY A

study by Fischhoff & MacGregor (19) provides
another example of the dangers of relying on a single response modeto
describe behavior. They used four different response modesto ask about the
chances of dying, given that one was afflicted with each of various maladies
(e.g. howmanypeople die out of each 100,000 whoget influenza; howmany
people died out of the 80 million whocaught influenza last year). Again,
there was strong internal consistency across response modes,whereasabsolute
estimates varied over as muchas two orders of magnitude. A follow-up study
reduced this range by providing an independent basis for eliminating the
response modethat producedthe most discrepant results (e.g. subjects were
least able to rememberstatistics reported in that format---estimating the
numberof survivors for each person who succumbedto a problem).
PERCEIVED
INVULNERABILITY
Estimating the accuracy of risk estimates
requires not only an appropriate response mode,but also credible statistical
estimates against whichresponses can be compared.The studies just described
askedabout populationrisks in situations wherecredible statistical estimates
were available. Performancemight be different (poorer?) for risks whose
magnitudeis less readily calculated. Furthermore, people maynot see these
populationrisks as personally relevant.
As a partial way to avoid these problems, someinvestigators have asked
subjects to judge whetherthey are moreor less at risk than others in moreor
less similar circumstances (63, 69). They find that most people in most
situations see themselvesas facing less risk than average others (whichcould,
of course, be true for only half a population). A variety of processes could
account for such a bias, including both cognitive ones (e.g. the greater
availability of the precautions that one takes) and motivational ones (e.g.
wishful thinking). To the extent that this bias exists in the worldoutside the
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experiment and interview, such a bias could prompt unwanted risk taking
4(e.g. because warnings seem more applicable to other people).
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Defining Risk
These studies attempt to measure risk perceptions under the assumption that
people define "risk" as the probability of death. Anecdotal observation of
scientific practice showsthat "risk" meansdifferent things in different contexts
(8, 23). ’For some analysts, risk is expected loss of life of expectancy; for
others, it is expected probability of premature fatality (with the former
definition
placing a premium on deaths among the young). Some of the
apparent disagreement between experts and laypeople regarding the magnitude
of risks in society may be due to differing definitions of risk (20, 62).
CATASTROPHIC
POTENTIALOne early study asked experts and laypeople to
estimate the "risk of death" faced by society as a whole from 30 activities
and technology (62). The experts’ judgments could be predicted well from
statistical estimates of average-year fatalities--as
could the estimates of laypeople given that specific definition. Lay estimates of "risk" were more poorly
correlated with average-year fatalities.
However, much of the residual
variance could be predicted by their estimates of catastrophic potential, the
ability to cause large numbers of death in a nonaverage year. Thus, casual
observation had obscured the extent to which experts and laypeople agreed
about routine death tolls (for which scientific estimates are relatively uncontroversial) and disagreed about the possibility of anomalies (for which the
science is typically weaker).
Sensing that there was something special about catastrophic potential, some
risk experts have suggested that social policy give extra weight to hazards
carrying that kind of threat. One experimental study has, however, found that
people may not care more for many lives lost in a single accident than for
the same number of lives lost in separate incidents (61). 5 The critical factor
in catastrophic potential is not how the deaths are grouped, but the possibility
of discovering that a technology is out of control. Such "surprise potential"
4In a recent study (53), wederivedjudgments
of relative risk fromjudgmentsof the absolute
degreeof risk that peopleassigned to themselvesand to target others (a close friend, an
acquaintance,a parent, a child). Ona responsescale that facilitated expressingvery low
probabilities, subjectsassigneda probabilityof less than 1 in 10 millionabout10%of the time
anda probability of less than 1 in 10,000aboutonethird of the time. Theeventsinvolved"a
deathor injury requiringhospitalizationoverthe next five years"fromsourceslike auto accidents,
drugaddiction,andexplosions.Here,too, middle-classadults andadolescentsresponded
similarly,
despite the common
belief that teens take risks, in part, becauseof a uniqueperceptionof
invulnerability
(11).
5When
accidentsinvolvinglarge numbers
of fatalities are easy to imagine,catastrophicpotential
can be rated high becauseof availability, evenwhenestimatesof average-yearfatalities are
relativelylow,as wasthe case for nuclearpowerin this study.
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is strongly correlated with catastrophic potential in people’s judgments(and,
presumably, in scientific estimates). However,the two features represent
rather different ethical bases for distinguishing amongrisks.
DIMENSIONS
OFRISKRecognizing that correlated features can confuse the
interpretation of risk behaviors, investigators have lookedextensively at the
patterns of correlations amongfeatures (1, 22, 60). Overall, they have found
a remarkablyrobust picture, typically revealing two or three dimensionsof
risk, which capture muchof the variation in judgmentsof up to 20 aspects
of risk. The general structure of this "risk space" is relatively similar across
elicitation method, subject population (e.g. experts versus laypeople), and
risk domain. Core concepts in these dimensions include howwell a risk is
understood and howmuchof a feeling of dread it evokes. The placement of
individual hazards in the space does vary with individual and with group, in
waysthat can predict judgmentsof risk management
policies (e.g. howtightly
a technology should be regulated). Relatively little is knownabout the role
of these dimensionsin individual risk decisions.
RISKCOMPARISONS
The multidimensional character of risk means that
hazards that are similar in manywaysmaystill evokequite different responses.
This fact is neglected in appeals to accept one risk, because one has accepted
another that is similar to it in someways(8, 18). The most ambitiousof these
appeals present elaborate lists of hazards, the exposureto whichis adjusted
so that they pose equivalent risks (e.g. both one tablespoon of peanut butter
and 50 years of living at the boundaryof a nuclear power plant create a
one-in-a-million risk of premature death). Recognizingthat such comparisons
are often perceived as self-serving, the ChemicalManufacturersAssociation
(6) commissioneda guide to risk comparisons,which presents such lists, but
with the attached caution, WARNING!
USEOFDATA
IN THISTABLE
FORRISK
6COMPARISON
PURPOSES
CANDAMAGE
YOURCREDIBILITY.
QUALITATIVE

ASSESSMENT

Event Definitions
Scientific estimates of risk require detailed specification of the conditions
underwhichit is to be observed. For example,a fertility counselorestimating
a woman’srisk of an unplanned pregnancy would consider the amount of
6Theguidealso offers adviceonhowto makerisk comparisons,
if onefeels the compulsion,
alongwithexamples
of moreandless acceptable
comparisons.
Although
the adviceis logically
derived
fromriskperception
research,it wasnottestedempirically.
In sucha test, wefound
little
correlation
between
thepredicted
degreeof acceptability
andthe acceptability
judgments
of several
diversegroups
of subjects(56).
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intercourse, the kinds of contraceptive used (and the diligence with which
they are applied), her physiological condition (and that of her partner),
so on. If laypeople are to makeaccurate assessments, then they require the
samelevel of detail. That is true whetherthey are estimating risks for their
ownsake or for the benefit of an investigator studying risk perceptions.
Whensuch investigators omit needed details, they create adverse conditions
for subjects. To respond correctly, subjects must first guess the question and
then knowthe answer to it. Consider, for example, the question, "Whatis
the probability of pregnancywith unprotected sex?" A well-informed subject
whounderstood this to meana single exposure wouldbe seen as underestimatingthe risk by an investigator whointended the question to meanmultiple
exposures.
Such ambiguousevents are commonin surveys designed to study public
perceptions of risk. For example,a National Center for Health Statistics survey
(70) question asked, "Howlikely do you think it is that a person will get the
AIDSvirus from sharing plates, forks, or glasses with someone who had
AIDS?"Even if the survey had not used an ambiguousresponse mode(very
likely, unlikely, etc.), it wouldreveal relatively little about subjects’ understanding of disease risks. For their responses to be meaningful,subjects must
spontaneouslyassign the samevalue to each missingdetail, while investigators
guess what subjects decided.
Weasked a relatively homogeneousgroup of subjects what they thought
was meant regarding the amountand kind of sharing implied by this question
(after they had answeredit) (16). These subjects generally agreed about
kind of sharing (82%interpreted it as sharing during a meal), but not about
the amount(a single occasion, 39%; several occasions 20%;routinely, 28%;
uncertain, 12%). A survey question about the risks of sexual transmission
evoked similar disagreement. Wedid not study what readers of the survey’s
results believed about subjects’ interpretations.
Supplying Details
Aside from their methodologicalimportance, the details that subjects infer
can be substantivelyinteresting. People’sintuitive theories of risk are revealed
in the variables that they note and the values that they supply. In a systematic
evaluation of these theories, Quadrel(52) asked adolescents to think aloud
they estimated the probability of several deliberately ambiguousevents (e.g.
getting in an accident after drinking and driving, getting AIDSthrough sex).
These subjects typically wondered(or made assumptions) about numerous
features. In this sense, subjects arguablyshowedmoresophistication than the
investigators whocreated the surveys from which these questions were taken
or adapted. Generallyspeaking, these subjects wre interested in variables that
could figure in scientific risk analyses (although scientists mightnot yet know
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what role each variable plays). There were, however, some interesting
exceptions. Althoughsubjects wantedto knowthe "dose" involved with most
risks, they seldomasked about the amountof sex in one question about the
risks of pregnancyand in another question about the risks of HIVtransmission.
Theyseemedto believe that an individual either is or is not sensitive to the
risk, regardless of the amountof the exposure. In other cases, subjects asked
about variables without a clear connection to risk level (e.g. howwell
membersof the couple knew one another).
In a follow-up study, Quadrel (52) presented richly specified event
descriptions to teens drawnfrom the same populations (school organizations
and substance abuse treatment homes). Subjects initially estimated the
probability of a risky outcomeon the basis of some20 details. Then, they
were asked howknowingeach of three additional details wouldchange their
estimates. Oneof those details had been provided by subjects in the preceding
study; two had not. Subjects in this study respondedto the relevant detail
muchmorethan to the irrelevant ones. Thus, at least in these studies, teens
did not balk at making judgments regarding complex stimuli and revealed
consistent intuitive theories in rather different tasks.
Cumulative

Risk--A

Case in Point

As knowledgeaccumulatesabout people’s intuitive theories of risk, it will
becomeeasier to predictwhich details subjects knowand ignore, as well as
whichomissionsthey will notice and rectify. In time, it mightbecomepossible
to infer the answersto questions that are not asked from answersto ones that
are--as well as the inferences that people makefrom risks that are described
explicitly to risks that are not. Theinvulnerability results reported aboveshow
the need to discipline such extrapolations with empirical research. Asking
people about the risks to others like themselves is not the same as asking
about their personal risk. Nor need reports about others’ risk levels be taken
personally.
One common,and seemingly natural, extrapolation is between varying
numbersof independent exposures to a risk. Telling people the risk from a
single exposure should allow them to infer the risk from whatever multiple
they face; asking subjects what risk they expect from one amountshould allow
one to infer what they expect from other amounts. Unfortunately, for both
research and communication,teens’ insensitivity to the amountof intercourse
(in determining the risks of pregnancy or HIVtransmission) proves to be
special case of a general problem. Several reviews (9, 48) have concluded
that betweenone third and one half of sexually active adolescents explain not
using contraceptives with variants of, "I thought I (or mypartner) couldn’t
get pregnant." Anotherstudy (59) found that adults greatly underestimated
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the rate at whichthe risk of contraceptivefailure accumulatesthroughrepeated
exposure, even after eliminating (from the data analysis) the 40%or so
subjects whosaw no relationship between risk and exposure. One corollary
of this bias is not realizing the extent to which seeminglysmall differences
in annual failure rates (whatis typically reported) can lead to large differences
in the cumulativerisk associated with continued use.
After providing practice with a response modedesigned to facilitate the
expressionof small probabilities, Linville et al (41) asked college students
estimate the risks of HIVtransmission from a manto a womanas the result
of 1, 10, or 100 cases of protected sex. For one contact, the medianestimate
was . 10, a remarkably high value according to public health estimates (14,
33). For 100 contacts, however, the median estimate was .25, a more
reasonable value. Verydifferent pictures of people’s risk perceptions would
emergefrom studies that asked just one of these questions or the other. Risk
communicators
could achieve quite different effects if they chose to describe
the risk of one exposure and not the other. They might create confusion if
they chose to communicate
both risks, thus leaving recipients to reconcile the
seeming inconsistency.
Mental Models of Risk Processes
THEROLEOFMENTAL
MODELS
These intuitive theories of how risks accumulate were a byproduct of research intended to improvethe elicitation and
communicationof quantitative probabilities. Such research can serve the
interests of individuals whoface well-formulateddecisions in whichestimates
of health risks (or benefits) play clearly defined roles. For example,
homeowner
poised to decide whether to test for radon needs estimates of the
cost and accuracyof tests, the health risks of different radon levels, the cost
and efficacy of ways to mitigate radon problems, and so on (64).
Often, however, people are not poised to decide anything. Rather, they
just want to know what the risk is. and how it works. Such substantive
knowledge is essential for following an issue in the news media, for
participating in public discussions, for feeling competentto makedecisions,
and for generating options amongwhichto decide. In these situations, people’s
objective is to have intuitive therories that correspondto the mainelements
of the reigning scientific theories (emphasizingthose features relevant to
control strategies).
The term mental model is often applied to intuitive theories that are
elaborated well enoughto generate predictions in diverse circumstances (24).
Mental modelshave a long history in psychology(7, 50). For example, they
have been used to examine howpeople understand physical processes (26),
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international tensions (43), complexequipment (57), energy conservation
(34), and the effects of drugs (31).
If these mental modelscontain critical, bugs, they can lead to erroneous
conclusions, even amongotherwise well-informed people. For example, not
knowingthat repeated sex increases the associated risks could undermine
muchother knowledge. Bostromet al (5) found that manypeople knowthat
radon is a colorless, odorless, radioactive gas. Unfortunately, some also
associate radioactivity with permanentcontamination. However,this widely
publicized property of high-level waste is not shared by radon. Not realizing
that the relevant radon byproducts have short half-lives, homeowners
might
not even bother to test (believing that there was nothing that they could do,
should a problembe detected).

ELICITING
MENTAL
MODELS
In principle, the best way to detect such misconceptions would be to capture people’s entire mental modelon a topic.
Doing so wouldalso identify those correct conceptions upon which communications could build (and whichshould be reinforced). The critical threat
capturing mental modelsis reactivity, i.e. changing respondents as a result
of the elicitation procedure. One wants neither to induce nor to dispell
misconceptions,either throughleading questions or subtle hints. The interview
should neither preclude the expression of unanticipated beliefs nor inadvertently steer subjects aroundtopics (13, 24, 28).
Bostromet al (5) offer one possible compromisestrategy, which has been
used for a variety of risks (2, 42, 47). Their interview protocol begins with
very open-endedquestions: They ask subjects what they knowabout a topic,
then prompt them to consider exposure, effects, and mitigation issues.
Subjects are asked to elaborate on every topic mentioned. Once these
minimallystructured tasks are exhausted,subjects sort a large stack of diverse
photographs,according to whethereach seemsrelated to the topic, and explain
their reasoning as they go.
Oncetranscribed, the interviews are codedinto an expert modelof the risk.
This is a directed network, or influence diagram (29), which shows the
different factors affecting the magnitudeof the risk. The expert modelis
created by iteratively pooling the knowledgeof a diverse group of experts. It
might be thought of as an expert’s mental model, although it would be
impressivefor any single expert to produceit all in a single session following
the open-endedinterview protocol. Figure 2 showsthe results of coding one
subject’s interview into the expert modelfor radon. The subject’s concepts
were characterized as correct, incorrect, peripheral (technically correct, but
only distantly related to the topic), background
(referring to general principles
of science), evaluative, and nonspecific (or vague).
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Figure2 Onesubject’s modelof processesaffecting radonrisk, elicited with an open-ended
interviewprotocol. (FromRef. 5.)

CREATING

COMMUNICATIONS

Selecting Information
The first step in designing communications is to select the information that
they should contain. In many existing communications, this choice seems

arbitrary, reflecting someexpert or communicator’s
notion of "whatpeople
ought to know." Poorly chosen information can have several negative
consequences, including both wasting recipients’ time and being seen to waste

it (therebyreflecting insensitivityto their situation). In addition,recipients
will be judged unduly harshly if they are uninterested in information that, to
them, seems irrelevant. The Institute of Medicine’s fine and important report,
Confronting AIDS (30), despaired after a survey showed that only 41% of the
public knew that AIDSwas caused by a virus. Yet, one might ask what role
that information could play in any practical decision (as well as what those

subjects whoansweredcorrectly meantby "a virus").
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The information in a communication
should reflect a systematic theoretical
perspective, capable of being applied objectively. Here are three candidates
for such a perspective, suggested by the research cited above:
MENTAL
MODEL
ANALYSIS
Communications could attempt to convey a comprehensivepicture of the processes creating (and controlling) a risk. Bridging
the gap between lay mental models and expert models would require adding
missing concepts, correcting mistakes, strengthening correct beliefs, and
deemphasizingperipheral ones.
CALIBRATION
ANALYSIS
Communicationscould attempt to correct the critical "bugs" in recipients’ beliefs. These are defined as cases where people
confidently hold incorrect beliefs that could lead to inappropriate actions (or
lack enoughconfidencein correct beliefs to act on them).
VALUE-OF-INFORMATION
ANALYSIS
Communications could attempt to provide the pieces of informationthat have the largest possible impact on pending
decisions. Value-of-informationanalysis is the general term for techniques
that determinethe sensitivity of decisions to different information(46).
The choice amongthese approaches would depend on, amongother things,
howmuchtime is available for communication,howwell the decisions are
formulated, and what scientific risk information exists. For example,calibration analysis might be particularly useful for identifying the focal facts for
public service announcements.
Suchfacts might both grab recipients’ attention
and change their behavior. A mental modelanalysis might be more suited for
the preparation of explanatory brochures or curricula.
Merz(45) applied value-of-informationanalysis to a well-specified medical
decision, whether to undergo carotid endarterectomy. Both this procedure,
whichinvolvesscrapingout an artery that leads to the head, and its alternatives
have a variety of possible positive and negative effects. Theseeffects have
been the topic of extensive research, which has provided quantitative risk
estimates of varying precision. Merz created a simulated population of
patients, whovaried in their physical condition and relative preferences for
different health states. He found that knowingabout a few, but only a few,
of the possible side effects would change the preferred decision for a
significant portion of patients. He argued that communicationsfocused on
these few side effects wouldmakebetter use of patients’ attention than laundry
lists of undifferentiated possibilities. He also arguedthat his procedurecould
provide an objective criterion for identifying the information that must be
transmitted to insure medical informed consent.
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Formatting

Information

Onceinformation has been selected, it must be presented in a comprehensible
way. That means taking into account the terms that recipients use for
understanding individual concepts and the mental models they use for
integrating those concepts. It also meansrespecting the results of research
into text comprehension.That research shows, for example, that comprehension improves whentext has a clear structure and, especially, whenthat
structure conformsto recipients’ intuitive representationof a topic; that critical
information is more likely to be rememberedwhenit appears at the highest
level of a clear hierarchy; and that readers benefit from "adjunct aids," such
as highlighting, advanced organizers (showing what to expect), and summaties. Suchaids mightevenbe better than full text for understanding,retaining,
and being able to look up information. Fuller treatment than is possible here
can be found in Refs. 12, 25, 35, 54, 58.
There maybe several different formats that meet these general constraints.
Recently, we created two brochuresthat presented clear but different structures
to explain the risks of radon (4). Onewas organized arounda decision tree,
which showedthe options facing homeowners, the probabilities of possible
consequences, and the associated costs and benefits. The second was
organized arounda directed network, in effect, the expert modelof the mental
model studies. Both were compared with the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) widely distributed (and, to EPA’sgreat credit, heavily
evaluated) Citizen’s Guide to Radon(65a), which uses primarily a questionand-answer format, with little attempt to summarizeor impose a general
structure. All three brochures substantially increased readers’ understanding
of the-material presented in them. However,the structured brochures did
better (and similar) jobs of enabling readers to makeinferences about issues
not mentionedexplicitly and to give explicit advice to others.
Evaluating

Communications

Effective risk communicationscan help people to reduce their health risks,
or to get greater benefits in return for those risks that they take. Ineffective
communicationsnot only fail to do so, but also incur opportunity costs, in
the sense of occupyingthe place (in recipients’ lives and society’s functions)
that could be taken up by more effective communications. Even worse,
misdirected communications can prompt wrong decisions by omitting key
information or failing to contradict misconceptions, create confusion by
prompting inappropriate assumptions or by emphasizing irrelevant information, and provokeconflict by eroding recipients’ faith in the communicator.
By causing undue alarm or complacency, poor communications can have
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greater public health impact than the risks that they attempt to describe. It
may be no more acceptable to release an untested communicationthan an
untested drug. Because communicators’intuitions about recipients’ risk
perceptions cannot be trusted, there is no substitute for empirical validation
(17, 20, 49, 55, 60).
The most ambitious evaluations ask whether recipients follow the recommendations given in the communication(37, 68). However, that standard
requires recipients not only to understand the message,but also to accept it
as relevant to their personal circumstances. For example, homeowners
without the resources to address radon problems might both understand and
ignore a communicationabout testing; womenmight hear quite clearly what
an "expert" is recommending
about howto reduce their risk of sexual assault,
yet reject the political agenda underlying that advice (15). Judging the
effectiveness of a programby behavioral effects requires great confidencethat
one knowswhat is fight for others.
A moremodest, but ethically simpler, evaluation criterion is ensuring that
recipients have understood what a messagewas trying to say. That necessary
condition might prove sufficient, too, if the recommended
action is, indeed,
obviously appropriate, once the facts are known.Formalevaluations of this
type seem to be remarkablyrare, amongthe myriad of warninglabels, health
claims and advisories, public service announcements,and operating instructions that one encounters in everyday life and work.
Evaluating what people take away from communications faces the same
methodological challenges as measuring ambient risk perceptions. To elaborate slightly on a previous section, the evaluator wants to avoid reactivity,
changing people’s beliefs through the cues offered by how questions and
answersare posed; illusory expertise, restricting the expression of inexpert
beliefs; and illusory discrimination, suppressingthe expressionof inconsistent
beliefs.
For example, as part of an ambitious program to evaluate its communications regarding the risks of radon, the EPA(10) posed the following
question: "Whatkinds of problemsare high levels of radon exposure likely
to cause? a. minorskin problems; b. eye irritations; c. lung cancer." This
question seems to risk inflating subjects’ apparent level of understanding in
several ways. Subjects who know only that radon causes cancer might
deduce that it causes lung cancer. The words "minor" and "irritation" might
imply that these are not the effects of "high levels" (of anything). There
no way to express other misconceptions, such as that radon causes breast
cancer and other lung problems, which emerged with some frequency in
our open-endedinterviews (5).
In principle, open-ended interviews provide the best way to reduce such
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threats. However,they are very labor intensive. The stakes riding on many
risk communications
might justify that investment. Realistically speaking, the
needed time and financial resources are not always available. As a result,
open-ended, one-on-one interviews are better seen as necessary stepping
stones to structured questionnaires, suitable for massadministration. Those
questionnaires should cover the critical topics in the expert model, express
questions in terms familiar to subjects, and test for the prevalence of
misconceptions. Workedexamples can be found in Ref, 4.

CONCLUSION
Risk perception and risk communicationresearch are complicated businesses,
perhaps as complicated as assessing the magnitude of the risks that they
consider. A chapter of this length can, at best, indicate the dimensions of
complexity and the directions of plausible solutions. In this treatment, we
have emphasizedmethodological issues because we believe that these topics
often seem deceptively simple to those not trained in them. Because we all
talk and ask questions in everyday life, it seems straightforward to do so
regarding health risks. Unfortunately, there are manypitfalls to such amateurism, hints to whichcan be found in those occasions in life wherewe have
misunderstoodor been misunderstood, particularly whendealing with strangers on unfamiliar topics.
Research in this area is fortunate in being able to drawon well-developed
literatures in such areas as cognitive, health, and social psychology;survey
research; psycholinguistics; psychophysics;and behavioral decision theory. It
is unfortunate in having to face the particularly rigorous demandsof assessing
and improving beliefs about health risks. These often involve complexand
unfamiliar topics, surrounded by unusual kinds of uncertainty, for which
individuals and groups lack stable vocabularies. Health risk decisions also
raise difficult and potentially threatening tradeoffs. Eventhe most carefully
prepared and evaluated communications may not be able to eliminate the
anxiety and frustration that such decisions create. However,systematic
preparation can keep communicationsfrom adding to the problem. At some
point in complexdecisions, we "throw up our hands" and go with what seems
right. Goodrisk communicationscan help people get further into the problem
before that happens.
Health risk decisions are not just about cognitive processes and cooly
weighedinformation. Emotionsplay a role, as do social processes. Nonetheless, it is importantto get the cognitivepart right, lest people’sability to think
their way to decisions be underestimated and underserved.
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